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Oﬀshore Mechanics
Structural and Fluid Dynamics for Recent Applications
John Wiley & Sons Covers theoretical concepts in oﬀshore mechanics with consideration to new applications, including oﬀshore wind farms, ocean energy devices, aquaculture,
ﬂoating bridges, and submerged tunnels This comprehensive book covers important aspects of the required analysis and design of oﬀshore structures and systems and the
fundamental background material for oﬀshore engineering. Whereas most of the books currently available in the ﬁeld use traditional oil, gas, and ship industry examples in order to
explain the fundamentals in oﬀshore mechanics, this book uses more recent applications, including recent ﬁxed-bottom and ﬂoating oﬀshore platforms, ocean energy structures and
systems such as wind turbines, wave energy converters, tidal turbines and hybrid marine platforms. Oﬀshore Mechanics covers traditional and more recent methodologies used in
oﬀshore structure modelling (including SPH and hydroelasticity models). It also examines numerical techniques, including computational ﬂuid dynamics and ﬁnite element method.
Additionally, the book features easy-to-understand exercises and examples. Provides a comprehensive treatment for the case of recent applications in oﬀshore mechanics for
researchers and engineers Presents the subject of computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) and ﬁnite element methods (FEM) along with the high ﬁdelity numerical analysis of recent
applications in oﬀshore mechanics Oﬀers insight into the philosophy and power of numerical simulations and an understanding of the mathematical nature of the ﬂuid and structural
dynamics with focus on oﬀshore mechanic applications Oﬀshore Mechanics: Structural and Fluid Dynamics for Recent Applications is an important book for graduate and senior
undergraduate students in oﬀshore engineering and for oﬀshore engineers and researchers in the oﬀshore industry.

Computational Techniques for Multiphase Flows
Elsevier Mixed or multiphase ﬂows of solid/liquid or solid/gas are commonly found in many industrial ﬁelds, and their behavior is complex and diﬃcult to predict in many cases. The
use of computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) has emerged as a powerful tool for the understanding of ﬂuid mechanics in multiphase reactors, which are widely used in the chemical,
petroleum, mining, food, beverage and pharmaceutical industries. Computational Techniques for Multiphase Flows enables scientists and engineers to the undertand the basis and
application of CFD in muliphase ﬂow, explains how to use the technique, when to use it and how to interpret the results and apply them to improving aplications in process
enginering and other multiphase application areas including the pumping, automotive and energy sectors. Understandable guide to a complex subject Important in many industries
Ideal for potential users of CFD

Mechanics of Strain Gradient Materials
Springer Nature Over the past 50 years, strain gradient material theories have been developed for the continuum modeling of size eﬀects in materials and structures in terms of
their elasticity, plasticity and fracturing. This book puts forward a unifying perspective to combine existing theories involving the higher order gradient of the strain tensor, or of
plastic strain. It begins by reviewing experimental ﬁndings on the existence (or non-existence) of size eﬀects on the mechanics of materials. In turn, the book devises ﬁrst, second
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and higher order strain gradient theories from general principles, and presents constitutive frameworks that satisfy thermodynamic requirements. The special case of strain
gradient plasticity is then developed and illustrated via computational analyses of size eﬀects on the plasticity of metals at small scales. In closing, the book explains the origin of
gradient eﬀects in the case of lattice structures by drawing on homogenization theory.

Central Nervous System Metastases
Springer Nature This book provides a comprehensive overview of brain metastases, from the molecular biology aspects to therapeutic management and perspectives. Due to the
increasing incidence of these tumors and the urgent need to eﬀectively control brain metastatic diseases in these patients, new therapeutic strategies have emerged in recent
years. The volume discusses all these innovative approaches combined with new surgical techniques (ﬂuorescence, functional mapping, integrated navigation), novel radiation
therapy techniques (stereotactic radiosurgery) and new systemic treatment approaches such as targeted- and immunotherapy. These combination strategies represent a new
therapeutic model in brain metastatic patients in which each medical practitioner (neurosurgeon, neurologist, medical oncologist, radiation oncologist) plays a pivotal role in
deﬁning the optimal treatment in a multidisciplinary approach. Written by recognized experts in the ﬁeld, this book is a valuable tool for neurosurgeons, neuro-oncologists,
neuroradiologists, medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, cognitive therapists, basic scientists and students working in the area of brain tumors.

Energy Recovery Technology for Building Applications
Green Innovation towards a Sustainable Future
Springer Nature This book discusses energy recovery technology, a green innovation that can be used in buildings. This technology reduces energy consumption in buildings and
provides energy savings to conventional mechanical ventilation systems. Divided into eight chapters, the book provides in-depth technical information, state-of-the-art research,
and latest developments in the energy recovery technology ﬁeld. Case-studies describe worldwide applications of energy recovery technology and its integrated system for building
services. This book will be used as a general and technical reference book for students, engineers, professionals, practitioners, scientists, and researchers seeking to reduce energy
consumption of buildings in various climatic conditions. Presents an overview of energy consumption scenarios in buildings and the needs for energy-eﬃcient technologies at
regional and global levels; Explains models and methods of energy recovery technology performance evaluation; Inspires further research into energy recovery technology for
building applications.

The Elements of Analytical Mechanics
Solids and Fluids
An Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics
The Finite Volume Method
Pearson Education This book presents the fundamentals of computational ﬂuid dynamics for the novice. It provides a thorough yet user-friendly introduction to the governing
equations and boundary conditions of viscous ﬂuid ﬂows and its modelling.
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Lasers in Cardiovascular Interventions
Springer Since the introduction of laser devices to the medical sciences this technology has created great interest. Speciﬁcally, the laser’s unique physical properties and precise
bio-tissue interactions render this versatile source of biologic energy an attractive tool for multiple therapeutic purposes in cardiovascular medicine. Over the course of the last 2
decades the utilization of laser technology has become an important component for the management of patients with complex cardiovascular diseases. During this time period,
cutting edge laser technology including a variety of wave length generators, newly designed catheters, and a selection of advanced optic ﬁbers have been introduced and applied in
the cardiovascular circulation. Improved lasing techniques in the cardiac catheterization suites and operation rooms have been implemented for treatment of ischemic coronary
syndromes, peripheral arterial occlusive disease and other atherosclerotic thrombotic conditions. Moreover, during this 20 year time frame, several multicenter and single center
clinical studies have been published focusing on the role and utilization of lasers in coronary and peripheral revascularization. And within the rapidly expanding ﬁeld of
interventional cardiac electrophysiology, laser technology has recently revolutionized the management of fractured, abandoned and malfunctioning leads of cardiac pacemakers and
automatic deﬁbrillators. Consequently, replacing a notoriously cumbersome and high risk open heart surgery with safe and markedly eﬃcient percutaneous laser based extraction.
This textbook will provide the most authoritative, comprehensive and contemporary information covering technological progress, clinical experience and pertinent aspects of laser
applications in cardiovascular medicine. It will be of interest to cardiologists, vascular surgeons and interventional radiologist as well as medical students, scientists, biomedical
engineering students and graduates.

Elasticity and Plasticity of Large Deformations
Including Gradient Materials
Springer Nature This book presents an introduction to material theory and, in particular, to elasticity, plasticity and viscoelasticity, to bring the reader close to the frontiers of
today’s knowledge in these particular ﬁelds. It starts right from the beginning without assuming much knowledge of the subject. Hence, the book is generally comprehensible to all
engineers, physicists, mathematicians, and others. At the beginning of each new section, a brief Comment on the Literature contains recommendations for further reading. This
book includes an updated reference list and over 100 changes throughout the book. It contains the latest knowledge on the subject. Two new chapters have been added in this new
edition. Now ﬁnite viscoelasticity is included, and an Essay on gradient materials, which have recently drawn much attention.

Instability in Geophysical Flows
Cambridge University Press Instabilities are present in all natural ﬂuids from rivers to atmospheres. This book considers the physical processes that generate instability. Part I
describes the normal mode instabilities most important in geophysical applications, including convection, shear instability and baroclinic instability. Classical analytical approaches
are covered, while also emphasising numerical methods, mechanisms such as internal wave resonance, and simple `rules of thumb' that permit assessment of instability quickly and
intuitively. Part II introduces the cutting edge: nonmodal instabilities, the relationship between instability and turbulence, self-organised criticality, and advanced numerical
techniques. Featuring numerous exercises and projects, the book is ideal for advanced students and researchers wishing to understand ﬂow instability and apply it to their own
research. It can be used to teach courses in oceanography, atmospheric science, coastal engineering, applied mathematics and environmental science. Exercise solutions and
MATLAB® examples are provided online. Also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.

All that is Solid Melts Into Air
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The Experience of Modernity
Verso The experience of modernization -- the dizzying social changes that swept millions of people into the capitalist world -- and modernism in art, literature and architecture are
brilliantly integrated in this account.

Cavitation and Bubble Dynamics
Fundamentals and Applications
Elsevier Cavitation and Bubble Dynamics: Fundamentals and Applications examines the latest advances in the ﬁeld of cavitation and multiphase ﬂows, including associated eﬀects
such as material erosion and spray instabilities. This book tackles the challenges of cavitation hindrance in the industrial world, while also drawing on interdisciplinary research to
inform academic audiences on the latest advances in the fundamentals. Contributions to the book come from a wide range of specialists in areas including fuel systems,
hydropower, marine engineering, multiphase ﬂows and computational ﬂuid mechanics, allowing readers to discover novel interdisciplinary experimentation techniques and research
results. This book will be an essential tool for industry professionals and researchers working on applications where cavitation hindrance aﬀects reliability, noise, and vibrations.
Covers a wide range of cavitation and bubble dynamics phenomena, including shock wave emission, jetting, and luminescence Provides the latest advice about applications
including cavitation tunnels, cavitation testing, ﬂow designs to avoid cavitation in pumps and other hydromachinery, and ﬂow lines Describes novel experimental techniques, such
as x-ray imaging and new computational techniques

Proceedings of the ASME Fluids Engineering Division Summer Meeting
Production, Handling and Characterization of Particulate Materials
Springer This edited volume presents most techniques and methods that have been developed by material scientists, chemists, chemical engineers and physicists for the
commercial production of particulate materials, ranging from the millimeter to the nanometer scale. The scope includes the physical and chemical background, experimental
optimization of equipment and procedures, as well as an outlook on future methods. The books addresses issues of industrial importance such as speciﬁcations, control
parameter(s), control strategy, process models, energy consumption and discusses the various techniques in relation to potential applications. In addition to the production
processes, all major unit operations and characterization methods are described in this book. It diﬀers from other books which are devoted to a single technique or a single material.
Contributors to this book are acknowledged experts in their ﬁeld. The aim of the book is to facilitate comparison of the diﬀerent unit operations leading to optimum equipment
choices for the production, handling and storage of particulate materials. An advantage of this approach is that unit operations that are common in one ﬁeld of application are made
accessible to other ﬁelds. The overall focus is on industrial application and the book includes some concrete examples. The book is an essential resource for students or researchers
who work in collaboration with manufacturing industries or who are planning to make the switch from academia to industry.

The Mathematics of Diﬀusion
Oxford University Press Though it incorporates much new material, this new edition preserves the general character of the book in providing a collection of solutions of the
equations of diﬀusion and describing how these solutions may be obtained.
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Spray Simulation
Modeling and Numerical Simulation of Sprayforming metals
Cambridge University Press Spray forming combines the metallurgical processes of metal casting and powder metallurgy to fabricate metal products with enhanced properties. This
book provides an introduction to the various modelling and simulation techniques employed in spray forming, and shows how they are applied in process analysis and development.
The author begins by deriving and describing the main models. He then presents their application in the simulation of the key features of spray forming. Wherever possible he
discusses theoretical results with reference to experimental data. Building on the features of metal spray forming, he also derives common characteristic modelling features that
may be useful in the simulation of related spray processes. The book is aimed at researchers and engineers working in process technology, chemical engineering and materials
science.

Reservoir Quality of Clastic and Carbonate Rocks
Analysis, Modelling and Prediction
Geological Society of London Reservoir quality is studied using a wide range of similar techniques in both sandstones and carbonates. Sandstone and carbonate reservoir quality
both beneﬁt from the study of modern analogues and experiments, but modelling approaches are currently quite diﬀerent for these two types of reservoirs. There are many common
controls on sandstone and carbonate reservoir quality, but also distinct diﬀerences due primarily to mineralogy. Numerous controversies remain including the question of oil
inhibition, the key control on pressure solution and geochemical ﬂux of material to or from reservoirs. This collection of papers contains case-study-based examples of sandstone
and carbonate reservoir quality prediction as well as modern analogue, outcrop analogue, modelling and advanced analytical approaches.

Seventh IUTAM Symposium on Laminar-Turbulent Transition
Proceedings of the Seventh IUTAM Symposium on Laminar-Turbulent Transition,
Stockholm, Sweden, 2009
Springer Science & Business Media The origins of turbulent ?ow and the transition from laminar to turbulent ?ow are the most important unsolved problems of ?uid mechanics and
aerodynamics. - sides being a fundamental question of ?uid mechanics, there are numerous app- cations relying on information regarding transition location and the details of the
subsequent turbulent ?ow. For example, the control of transition to turbulence is - pecially important in (1) skin-friction reduction of energy ef?cient aircraft, (2) the performance of
heat exchangers and diﬀusers, (3) propulsion requirements for - personic aircraft, and (4) separation control. While considerable progress has been made in the science of laminar
to turbulent transition over the last 30 years, the c- tinuing increase in computer power as well as new theoretical developments are now revolutionizing the area. It is now starting
to be possible to move from simple 1D eigenvalue problems in canonical ?ows to global modes in complex ?ows, all - companied by accurate large-scale direct numerical simulations
(DNS). Here, novel experimental techniques such as modern particle image velocimetry (PIV) also have an important role. Theoretically the in?uence of non-normality on the stability
and transition is gaining importance, in particular for complex ?ows. At the same time the enigma of transition in the oldest ?ow investigated, Reynolds pipe ?ow tran- tion
experiment, is regaining attention. Ideas from dynamical systems together with DNS and experiments are here giving us new insights.
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The Properties of Gases and Liquids
McGraw Hill Professional Must-have reference for processes involving liquids, gases, and mixtures Reap the time-saving, mistake-avoiding beneﬁts enjoyed by thousands of
chemical and process design engineers, research scientists, and educators. Properties of Gases and Liquids, Fifth Edition, is an all-inclusive, critical survey of the most reliable
estimating methods in use today --now completely rewritten and reorganized by Bruce Poling, John Prausnitz, and John O’Connell to reﬂect every late-breaking development. You
get on-the-spot information for estimating both physical and thermodynamic properties in the absence of experimental data with this property data bank of 600+ compound
constants. Bridge the gap between theory and practice with this trusted, irreplaceable, and expert-authored expert guide -- the only book that includes a critical analysis of existing
methods as well as hands-on practical recommendations. Areas covered include pure component constants; thermodynamic properties of ideal gases, pure components and
mixtures; pressure-volume-temperature relationships; vapor pressures and enthalpies of vaporization of pure ﬂuids; ﬂuid phase equilibria in multicomponent systems; viscosity;
thermal conductivity; diﬀusion coeﬃcients; and surface tension.

Technological Eco-Innovations for the Quality Control and the Decontamination of
Polluted Waters and Soils
MDPI The Special Issue “Technological Eco-Innovations for the Quality Control and the Decontamination of Polluted Waters and Soils” deals with the most recent research activities
carried out at lab and ﬁeld scale on eco-sustainable tools for the remediation of contaminated environmental substrates. It is particularly devoted to highlight the relevance of
biological organisms (plants, microbes, algae) to assess the chemical contamination in water and soil and to remediate such matrices from the pollution caused by the human
activities. Therefore, bioremediation is a primary focus of most of the articles published within the present Special Issue. Bioremediation is a promising environmentally friendly
technology to deal with the chemical pollution in diﬀerent ecosystem compartments and its integration with the traditional approaches might represent a signiﬁcant breakthrough
for the environmental decontamination. An overview of the potential of the eco-innovative technologies, with nature-based solutions associated with the modern analytical
techniques, is oﬀered along the contributions forming the Special Issue. In this volume, diﬀerent contaminants occurring in various environmental matrices are focused, both in
controlled conditions and on site, with many interesting outcomes useful from research perspectives.

High-performance Computing Requirements for the Computational Solid Earth
Sciences
Cavitation and Bubble Dynamics
Cambridge University Press Cavitation and Bubble Dynamics deals with fundamental physical processes of bubble dynamics and cavitation for graduate students and researchers.

Computational Fluid Dynamics
A Practical Approach
Butterworth-Heinemann Computational Fluid Dynamics, Second Edition, provides an introduction to CFD fundamentals that focuses on the use of commercial CFD software to solve
engineering problems. This new edition provides expanded coverage of CFD techniques including discretisation via ﬁnite element and spectral element as well as ﬁnite diﬀerence
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and ﬁnite volume methods and multigrid method. There is additional coverage of high-pressure ﬂuid dynamics and meshless approach to provide a broader overview of the
application areas where CFD can be used. The book combines an appropriate level of mathematical background, worked examples, computer screen shots, and step-by-step
processes, walking students through modeling and computing as well as interpretation of CFD results. It is ideal for senior level undergraduate and graduate students of
mechanical, aerospace, civil, chemical, environmental and marine engineering. It can also help beginner users of commercial CFD software tools (including CFX and FLUENT). A more
comprehensive coverage of CFD techniques including discretisation via ﬁnite element and spectral element as well as ﬁnite diﬀerence and ﬁnite volume methods and multigrid
method Coverage of diﬀerent approaches to CFD grid generation in order to closely match how CFD meshing is being used in industry Additional coverage of high-pressure ﬂuid
dynamics and meshless approach to provide a broader overview of the application areas where CFD can be used 20% new content

An Introduction to Biomechanics
Solids and Fluids, Analysis and Design
Springer Science & Business Media Designed to meet the needs of undergraduate students, "Introduction to Biomechanics" takes the fresh approach of combining the viewpoints of
both a well-respected teacher and a successful student. With an eye toward practicality without loss of depth of instruction, this book seeks to explain the fundamental concepts of
biomechanics. With the accompanying web site providing models, sample problems, review questions and more, Introduction to Biomechanics provides students with the full range
of instructional material for this complex and dynamic ﬁeld.

Innovative In Vitro Models for Pulmonary Physiology and Drug Delivery in Health and
Disease
Frontiers Media SA

Cellular Automata
Simplicity Behind Complexity
BoD – Books on Demand Cellular automata make up a class of completely discrete dynamical systems, which have became a core subject in the sciences of complexity due to their
conceptual simplicity, easiness of implementation for computer simulation, and their ability to exhibit a wide variety of amazingly complex behavior. The feature of simplicity behind
complexity of cellular automata has attracted the researchers' attention from a wide range of divergent ﬁelds of study of science, which extend from the exact disciplines of
mathematical physics up to the social ones, and beyond. Numerous complex systems containing many discrete elements with local interactions have been and are being
conveniently modelled as cellular automata. In this book, the versatility of cellular automata as models for a wide diversity of complex systems is underlined through the study of a
number of outstanding problems using these innovative techniques for modelling and simulation.

Proceedings of the 4th ASME/JSME Joint Fluids Engineering Conference
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Presented at the 4th ASME/JSME Joint Fluids Engineering Conference : July 6-10, 2003,
Honolulu, Hawaii
Principles and Practice of Modern Chromatographic Methods
Academic Press Principles and Practice of Modern Chromatographic Methods, Second Edition takes a comprehensive, uniﬁed approach in its presentation of chromatographic
techniques. Like the ﬁrst edition, the book provides a scientiﬁcally rigid, but easy-to-follow presentation of chromatography concepts that begins with the purpose and intent of
chromatographic theory - the “what and why that are left out of other books attempting to cover these principles. This fully revised second edition brings the content up-to-date,
covering recent developments in several new sections and an additional chapter on composite methods. New topics include sample proﬁling, sample preparation, sustainable green
chemistry, 2D chromatography, miniaturization/nano-LC, HILIC, and more. Contains thorough chapters that begin with an updated schematic overview and a visual representation of
the content Avoids the obfuscation of diﬀerent terminologies and classiﬁcation systems that are prevalent in the area, such as the relationship between liquid chromatography and
column chromatography Provides integrated and comprehensive topic coverage based on chromatographic bibliometrics and survey reports on the relative usage of
chromatographic techniques

W. T. Koiter's Elastic Stability of Solids and Structures
Cambridge University Press This book deals with the elastic stability of solids and structures, on which Warner Koiter was the world's leading expert. It begins with fundamental
aspects of stability, relating the basic notions of dynamic stability to more traditional quasi-static approaches. The book is concerned not only with buckling, or linear instability, but
most importantly with nonlinear post-buckling behavior and imperfection-sensitivity. After laying out the general theory, Koiter applies the theory to a number of applications, with
a chapter devoted to each. These include a variety of beam, plate, and shell structural problems and some basic continuum elasticity problems. Koiter's classic results on the
nonlinear buckling and imperfection-sensitivity of cylindrical and spherical shells are included. The treatments of both the fundamental aspects and the applications are completely
self-contained. This book was recorded as a detailed set of notes by Arnold van der Heijden from W. T. Koiter's last set of lectures on stability theory, at TU Delft.

Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage
Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Cambridge University Press IPCC Report on sources, capture, transport, and storage of CO2, for researchers, policy-makers and engineers.

Computational Fluid-Structure Interaction
Methods and Applications
John Wiley & Sons Computational Fluid-Structure Interaction: Methods andApplications takes the reader from the fundamentals ofcomputational ﬂuid and solid mechanics to the
state-of-the-art incomputational FSI methods, special FSI techniques, and solution ofreal-world problems. Leading experts in the ﬁeld present thematerial using a unique approach
that combines advanced methods,special techniques, and challenging applications. This book begins with the diﬀerential equations governing theﬂuid and solid mechanics, coupling
conditions at theﬂuid–solid interface, and the basics of the ﬁnite elementmethod. It continues with the ALE and space–time FSI methods,spatial discretization and time integration
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strategies for thecoupled FSI equations, solution techniques for thefully-discretized coupled equations, and advanced FSI andspace–time methods. It ends with special FSI
techniquestargeting cardiovascular FSI, parachute FSI, and wind-turbineaerodynamics and FSI. Key features: First book to address the state-of-the-art in computationalFSI
Combines the fundamentals of computational ﬂuid and solidmechanics, the state-of-the-art in FSI methods, and specialFSI techniques targeting challenging classes of realworldproblems Covers modern computational mechanics techniques, includingstabilized, variational multiscale, and space–time methods,isogeometric analysis, and advanced FSI
coupling methods Is in full color, with diagrams illustrating the fundamentalconcepts and advanced methods and with insightful visualizationillustrating the complexities of the
problems that can be solvedwith the FSI methods covered in the book. Authors are award winning, leading global experts incomputational FSI, who are known for solving some of
the mostchallenging FSI problems Computational Fluid-Structure Interaction: Methods andApplications is a comprehensive reference for researchers andpracticing engineers who
would like to advance their existingknowledge on these subjects. It is also an ideal text for graduateand senior-level undergraduate courses in computational ﬂuidmechanics and
computational FSI.

Journal of Fluids Engineering
Petroleum Abstracts
Physics Briefs
An Introduction to Fluid Mechanics and Transport Phenomena
Springer Science & Business Media This book presents the foundations of ﬂuid mechanics and transport phenomena in a concise way. It is suitable as an introduction to the subject
as it contains many examples, proposed problems and a chapter for self-evaluation.

Gas-particle Flows
Presented at the 1995 ASME/JSME Fluids Engineering and Laser Anemometry
Conference and Exhibition, August 13-18, 1995, Hilton Head, South Carolina
Semiconductors
Synthesis, Properties and Applications
Springer This book is a practical guide to optical, optoelectronic, and semiconductor materials and provides an overview of the topic from its fundamentals to cutting-edge
processing routes to groundbreaking technologies for the most recent applications. The book details the characterization and properties of these materials. Chemical methods of
synthesis are emphasized by the authors throughout the publication. Describes new materials and updates to older materials that exhibit optical, optoelectronic and semiconductor
behaviors; Covers the structural and mechanical aspects of the optical, optoelectronic and semiconductor materials for meeting mechanical property and safety requirements;
Includes discussion of the environmental and sustainability issues regarding optical, optoelectronic, and semiconductor materials, from processing to recycling.
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Fluid Mechanics
Academic Press Suitable for both a ﬁrst or second course in ﬂuid mechanics at the graduate or advanced undergraduate level, this book presents the study of how ﬂuids behave and
interact under various forces and in various applied situations - whether in the liquid or gaseous state or both.

A Short Course in Fluid Mechanics
AIAA Journal
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